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Collection: Reduced to bare essentials, its structure and surface fused in a singular form, SLIM LINE embodies all the 
elegance and lightness for which designer Jean-Marie Massaud is renowned. The collection comprises a versatile array 
of comfortable lounge elements, their subtle woven pattern playfully interrupted by a graphic line of fiber in a contras-
ting color. 

3-seater: With the same profile as the lounge chair, the 3-seater features comfortable seat, back and side cushions, all 
encased in a clean, box-like form that exemplifies the collection concept.
Frame: Aluminum
Finishing: Electrostatic powder-coated in a color similar to that of the fiber
Characteristics: Elegantly simple, understated, minimalist, versatile, practical
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.
Cushion Maintenance: All cushion covers can be removed and washed except those of man-made leather. To clean 
leather covers, please use a soft cloth and warm water.

Additional Items

Cover Please see Fabric Options Fact Sheet

Fabrics

Item code: 95044015
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SLIM LINE
3-seater

Design by Jean-Marie Massaud | Item code: 044015 | Weight 32 kg/71 lbs | Volume 1,01 m³/36 cu ft | COM (Customer Own Material): 9,20 m/10.25 yd (plain fabric only)
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Fiber Standard

Collection: Reduced to bare essentials, its structure and surface fused in a singular form, SLIM LINE embodies all the 
elegance and lightness for which designer Jean-Marie Massaud is renowned. The collection comprises a versatile array 
of comfortable lounge elements, their subtle woven pattern playfully interrupted by a graphic line of fiber in a contras-
ting color. 

4-seater deep sofa: Almost 30 cm (11 inches) deeper than the standard SLIM LINE sofas, the 4-seater deep sofa 
features the same clean lines and box-line for that exemplify the entire collection.
Frame: Aluminum
Finishing: Electrostatic powder-coated in a color similar to that of the fiber
Characteristics: Elegantly simple, understated, minimalist, versatile, practical
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.
Cushion Maintenance: All cushion covers can be removed and washed except those of man-made leather. To clean 
leather covers, please use a soft cloth and warm water.

Additional Items

Cover Please see Fabric Options Fact Sheet

Fabrics

Item code: 95044013
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SLIM LINE
4-seater deep sofa

Design by Jean-Marie Massaud | Item code: 044013 | Weight 54 kg/119 lbs | Volume 1,69 m³/60 cu ft | COM (Customer Own Material): 10,20 m/11.25 yd (plain fabric only)
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Fiber Standard

Collection: Reduced to bare essentials, its structure and surface fused in a singular form, SLIM LINE embodies all the 
elegance and lightness for which designer Jean-Marie Massaud is renowned. The collection comprises a versatile array 
of comfortable lounge elements, their subtle woven pattern playfully interrupted by a graphic line of fiber in a contras-
ting color. 

4-seater: With the same profile as the lounge chair, the 4-seater features comfortable seat, back and side cushions, 
all encased in a clean, box-like form that exemplifies the collection concept.
Frame: Aluminum
Finishing: Electrostatic powder-coated in a color similar to that of the fiber
Characteristics: Elegantly simple, understated, minimalist, versatile, practical
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.
Cushion Maintenance: All cushion covers can be removed and washed except those of man-made leather. To clean 
leather covers, please use a soft cloth and warm water.

Additional Items

Cover Please see Fabric Options Fact Sheet

Fabrics

Item code: 95044017
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SLIM LINE
4-seater

Design by Jean-Marie Massaud | Item code: 044017 | Weight 45,5 kg/100 lbs | Volume 1,26 m³/44 cu ft | COM (Customer Own Material): 10,80 m/12.00 yd (plain fabric only)
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Fiber Standard

Collection: Reduced to bare essentials, its structure and surface fused in a singular form, SLIM LINE embodies all the 
elegance and lightness for which designer Jean-Marie Massaud is renowned. The collection comprises a versatile array 
of comfortable lounge elements, their subtle woven pattern playfully interrupted by a graphic line of fiber in a contras-
ting color. 

Beach chair: With its adjustable backrest down, this elegantly simple beach chair adheres to the same form as the 
benches. It features wheels at back for easy mobility. 
Frame: Aluminum
Finishing: Electrostatic powder-coated in a color similar to that of the fiber
Characteristics: Elegantly simple, understated, minimalist, versatile, practical
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.
Cushion Maintenance: All cushion covers can be removed and washed except those of man-made leather. To clean 
leather covers, please use a soft cloth and warm water.

Additional Items

Cover Please see Fabric Options Fact Sheet

Fabrics

Item code: 95044019
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Special Features

• The furniture is fitted with wheels.
• The backrest mechanism allows stepless adjustment

of your furniture. Please review the instruction 
manual!

SLIM LINE
Beach chair

Design by Jean-Marie Massaud | Item code: 044019 | Weight 27,5 kg/61 lbs | Volume 0,36 m³/13 cu ft | COM (Customer Own Material): 5,40 m/6.00 yd (plain fabric only)
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Fiber Standard

Collection: Reduced to bare essentials, its structure and surface fused in a singular form, SLIM LINE embodies all the 
elegance and lightness for which designer Jean-Marie Massaud is renowned. The collection comprises a versatile array 
of comfortable lounge elements, their subtle woven pattern playfully interrupted by a graphic line of fiber in a contras-
ting color. 

Bench: Elegant it its simplicity, the SLIM LINE Bench consists of just three rectangular planes with a thick, comfortable 
cushion on top. It corresponds in width to the 3-seater.
Frame: Aluminum
Finishing: Electrostatic powder-coated in a color similar to that of the fiber
Characteristics: Elegantly simple, understated, minimalist, versatile, practical
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.
Cushion Maintenance: All cushion covers can be removed and washed except those of man-made leather. To clean 
leather covers, please use a soft cloth and warm water.

Additional Items

Cover Please see Fabric Options Fact Sheet

Fabrics

Item code: 95044012
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SLIM LINE
Bench

Design by Jean-Marie Massaud | Item code: 044012 | Weight 13 kg/29 lbs | Volume 0,26 m³/9 cu ft | COM (Customer Own Material): 2,80 m/3.25 yd (plain fabric only)
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Fiber Standard

Collection: Reduced to bare essentials, its structure and surface fused in a singular form, SLIM LINE embodies all the 
elegance and lightness for which designer Jean-Marie Massaud is renowned. The collection comprises a versatile array 
of comfortable lounge elements, their subtle woven pattern playfully interrupted by a graphic line of fiber in a contras-
ting color. 

Coffee table: Elegant it its simplicity, the SLIM LINE Coffee Table features a square-shaped top and adheres to the 
same formal concept as the collection’s benches and side table.
Frame: Aluminum
Finishing: Electrostatic powder-coated in a color similar to that of the fiber
Characteristics: Elegantly simple, understated, minimalist, versatile, practical
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.

Additional Items

Cover

SLIM LINE
Coffee table

Design by Jean-Marie Massaud | Item code: 044035 | Weight 12 kg/26 lbs | Volume 0,23 m³/8 cu ft
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Fiber Standard

Collection: Reduced to bare essentials, its structure and surface fused in a singular form, SLIM LINE embodies all the 
elegance and lightness for which designer Jean-Marie Massaud is renowned. The collection comprises a versatile array 
of comfortable lounge elements, their subtle woven pattern playfully interrupted by a graphic line of fiber in a contras-
ting color. 

Daybed: The SLIM LINE Daybed features comfortable seat, back and side cushions. It adheres to the folded, boxlike 
form as the lounge chair but is open and extended on one side.
Frame: Aluminum
Finishing: Electrostatic powder-coated in a color similar to that of the fiber
Characteristics: Elegantly simple, understated, minimalist, versatile, practical
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.
Cushion Maintenance: All cushion covers can be removed and washed except those of man-made leather. To clean 
leather covers, please use a soft cloth and warm water.

Additional Items

Cover Please see Fabric Options Fact Sheet

Fabrics

Item code: 95044018
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SLIM LINE
Daybed

Design by Jean-Marie Massaud | Item code: 044018 | Weight 21,5 kg/47 lbs | Volume 0,81 m³/29 cu ft | COM (Customer Own Material): 7,00 m/7.75 yd (plain fabric only)
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Fiber Standard

Collection: Reduced to bare essentials, its structure and surface fused in a singular form, SLIM LINE embodies all the 
elegance and lightness for which designer Jean-Marie Massaud is renowned. The collection comprises a versatile array 
of comfortable lounge elements, their subtle woven pattern playfully interrupted by a graphic line of fiber in a contras-
ting color. 

Footstool: Elegant it its simplicity, the SLIM LINE footstool consists of just three rectangular planes with a thick, com-
fortable cushion on top. It corresponds in width to the lounge chair.
Frame: Aluminum
Finishing: Electrostatic powder-coated in a color similar to that of the fiber
Characteristics: Elegantly simple, understated, minimalist, versatile, practical
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.
Cushion Maintenance: All cushion covers can be removed and washed except those of man-made leather. To clean 
leather covers, please use a soft cloth and warm water.

Additional Items

Cover Please see Fabric Options Fact Sheet

Fabrics

Item code: 95044031
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SLIM LINE
Footstool

Design by Jean-Marie Massaud | Item code: 044031 | Weight 8 kg/18 lbs | Volume 0,14 m³/5 cu ft | COM (Customer Own Material): 1,90 m/2.25 yd (plain fabric only)
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Collection: Reduced to bare essentials, its structure and surface fused in a singular form, SLIM LINE embodies all the 
elegance and lightness for which designer Jean-Marie Massaud is renowned. The collection comprises a versatile array 
of comfortable lounge elements, their subtle woven pattern playfully interrupted by a graphic line of fiber in a contras-
ting color. 

Left module: This elegantly simple left sofa module features thick seat and back cushions. It expands the possibilities 
for creating unique furniture arrangements to suit your needs.
Frame: Aluminum
Finishing: Electrostatic powder-coated in a color similar to that of the fiber
Characteristics: Elegantly simple, understated, minimalist, versatile, practical
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.
Cushion Maintenance: All cushion covers can be removed and washed except those of man-made leather. To clean 
leather covers, please use a soft cloth and warm water.

Additional Items

Cover

SLIM LINE
Left module

Design by Jean-Marie Massaud | Item code: 044007 | Weight 20 kg/44 lbs | Volume 0,81 m³/29 cu ft | COM (Customer Own Material): 5,70 m /6.25 yd (plain fabric only)

Please see Fabric Options Fact Sheet

Fabrics

Item code: 95044007
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Fiber Standard

Collection: Reduced to bare essentials, its structure and surface fused in a singular form, SLIM LINE embodies all the 
elegance and lightness for which designer Jean-Marie Massaud is renowned. The collection comprises a versatile array 
of comfortable lounge elements, their subtle woven pattern playfully interrupted by a graphic line of fiber in a contras-
ting color. 

Long bench for 4-seater: Elegant it its simplicity, the long bench consists of just three rectangular planes with a thick, 
comfortable cushion on top. It corresponds in width to the standard and deep 4-seaters.
Frame: Aluminum
Finishing: Electrostatic powder-coated in a color similar to that of the fiber
Characteristics: Elegantly simple, understated, minimalist, versatile, practical
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.
Cushion Maintenance: All cushion covers can be removed and washed except those of man-made leather. To clean 
leather covers, please use a soft cloth and warm water.

Additional Items

Cover Please see Fabric Options Fact Sheet

Fabrics

Item code: 95044011
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SLIM LINE
Long bench for 4-seater

Design by Jean-Marie Massaud | Item code: 044011 | Weight 28 kg/62 lbs | Volume 0,33 m³/12 cu ft | COM (Customer Own Material): 3,40 m/3.75 yd (plain fabric only)
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Fiber Standard

Collection: Reduced to bare essentials, its structure and surface fused in a singular form, SLIM LINE embodies all the 
elegance and lightness for which designer Jean-Marie Massaud is renowned. The collection comprises a versatile array 
of comfortable lounge elements, their subtle woven pattern playfully interrupted by a graphic line of fiber in a contras-
ting color. 

Lounge chair: The SLIM LINE Lounge Chair features comfortable seat, back and side cushions, all encased in a clean, 
box-like form that exemplifies the concept of the collection.
Frame: Aluminum
Finishing: Electrostatic powder-coated in a color similar to that of the fiber
Characteristics: Elegantly simple, understated, minimalist, versatile, practical
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.
Cushion Maintenance: All cushion covers can be removed and washed except those of man-made leather. To clean 
leather covers, please use a soft cloth and warm water.

Additional Items

Cover Please see Fabric Options Fact Sheet

Fabrics

Item code: 95044005
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SLIM LINE
Lounge chair

Design by Jean-Marie Massaud | Item code: 044005 | Weight 21 kg/46 lbs | Volume 0,55 m³/19 cu ft | COM (Customer Own Material): 5,80 m/6.50 yd (plain fabric only)
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Fiber Standard

Collection: Reduced to bare essentials, its structure and surface fused in a singular form, SLIM LINE embodies all the 
elegance and lightness for which designer Jean-Marie Massaud is renowned. The collection comprises a versatile array 
of comfortable lounge elements, their subtle woven pattern playfully interrupted by a graphic line of fiber in a contras-
ting color. 

Right module: This elegantly simple right sofa module features thick seat and back cushions. It expands the possibili-
ties for creating unique furniture arrangements to suit your needs.
Frame: Aluminum
Finishing: Electrostatic powder-coated in a color similar to that of the fiber
Characteristics: Elegantly simple, understated, minimalist, versatile, practical
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.
Cushion Maintenance: All cushion covers can be removed and washed except those of man-made leather. To clean 
leather covers, please use a soft cloth and warm water.

Additional Items

Cover

SLIM LINE
Right module

Design by Jean-Marie Massaud | Item code: 044006 | Weight 20 kg/44 lbs | Volume 0,81 m³/29 cu ft | COM (Customer Own Material): 5,70 m /6.25 yd (plain fabric only)

Please see Fabric Options Fact Sheet

Fabrics

Item code: 95044006
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Fiber Standard

Collection: Reduced to bare essentials, its structure and surface fused in a singular form, SLIM LINE embodies all the 
elegance and lightness for which designer Jean-Marie Massaud is renowned. The collection comprises a versatile array 
of comfortable lounge elements, their subtle woven pattern playfully interrupted by a graphic line of fiber in a contras-
ting color. 

Side table: Elegant it its simplicity, this side table adheres to the same formal concept as the coffee table and ben-
ches, adding the perfect touch to any SLIM LINE seating arrangement.
Frame: Aluminum
Finishing: Electrostatic powder-coated in a color similar to that of the fiber
Characteristics: Elegantly simple, understated, minimalist, versatile, practical
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.

Additional Items

Cover

SLIM LINE
Side table

Design by Jean-Marie Massaud | Item code: 044033 | Weight 7 kg/15 lbs | Volume 0,16 m³/6 cu ft
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